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1 Abstract

Unlike hard drives or NOR flash, NAND flash

does not have a fixed mapping of logical mem-

ory addresses to physical memory addresses.

The assignment takes place via mapping ta-

bles, which are managed by the firmware of

the storage medium. The flash memory itself

consists of several thousand blocks, and these

in turn are made up of “pages”. A block is

the smallest unit that can be deleted in one

operation. A page is the smallest unit that can

be programmed in one operation. This split

means that outdated pages cannot easily be

used for new data if there is still valid data in

the same block. The clear up process of being

able to release entire blocks is called “garbage

collection”.

2 Example

If the storage medium is written, the pages of

the free blocks are filled sequentially. It does

not matter which logical addresses (LBA) the

write accesses are made to. The relationship

between LBAs and block or page number is

logged in the mapping tables, which are also

stored in flash blocks.

The figure 1 shows an example. For simplic-

ity’s sake, it is assumed that the whole flash

consists of only four blocks of three pages each,

and each page contains only one LBA. Further-

more, the internal management data (map-

ping tables) are not shown. In this example,

the storage medium has already been partially

filled with a boot image, so that five pages are

already occupied.

The host now writes to the following LBA: 7,

4, 7, 4, 7. The result is shown in figure 2. The

first and second entries of LBA 7 and the first

entry of LBA 4 are now obsolete (crossed out),

as they have already been replaced by newer

data.

However, since only whole blocks can be

deleted, these pages can not be released and

programmed again immediately. Now only a

single free block is available, which now re-

quires the garbage collector to run before the

storage medium can accept further data. This

is shown in figure 3: The valid pages of block 1

and block 2 are copied to block 3 by the garbage

collector.

This releases blocks 1 and 2 and then deletes

them in figure 4. Now there are again two free

blocks available.

3 Operation

The garbage collector usually runs in the back-

ground. If the number of free blocks falls be-

low a threshold value, it becomes active as

soon as there are no more read and write ac-

cesses. He can also be interrupted again at any

time. However, if the storage medium is under

continuous load, the garbage collector will be

activated if the number of free blocks reaches

a critical value, as in the example shown in

section 2. Early activation of the garbage col-

lector in the background ensures that there are

usually enough free blocks available to store

even larger amounts of data without reducing

the transfer speed due to the running garbage

collector.

If the garbage collector is active, it searches

for the blocks with the highest garbage col-

lection efficiency. This indicates how flash-

friendly stale data can be released from this

block:

Egc,block =

Number o f outdated pages per block
Number o f all pages per block

If Egc,block = 1, then no pages need to be

copied and the block can be deleted directly.
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Figure 1: Four pages written

Figure 2: After write access to the LBA 7, 4, 7, 4, 7

Figure 3: Copying of the still valid LBAs into a new block

Figure 4: Deletion of the now free blocks

If Egc,block < 1, pages must be copied before the

block is deleted. This leads to a greater wear-

out of the flash (see also: Write Amplification

Factor). Blocks with descending Egc,block are

released until enough free blocks are available

again.
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4 Over-provisioning

When setting the threshold for free blocks,

there must always be a compromise between

high write speed and greater wear-out. This

problem can be alleviated by increasing the

so-called “over-provisioning”. This reduces

the visible capacity of the storage medium and

the ratio of visible capacity to physical capacity.

It results in increasing of the average Egc,block
and decreasing wear-out.

Figure 5 shows the usage of physically avail-

able memory. This is a purely quantitative

distribution – the three groups (“user data”,

“management data” and “over-provisioning”)

are not allocated to fixed memory areas. The

physical memory forms a pool from which each

group can obtain blocks.

Most of it is available for payload, a small

part is needed for the internal management

data (eg. mapping tables), and a share con-

figurable by the manufacturer of the stor-

age medium is over-provisioning. The over-

provisioning can not be arbitrarily small, since

a minimum of free memory must be available

to the garbage collector. Applications that

do not sequentially write to the medium but

mainly execute random write access benefit

from a large overprovisioning.

Furthermore, reserve blocks are also ob-

tained from this memory if, during the life-

time, flash blocks have to be replaced because

of increased bit error numbers (“grown bad

blocks”).

5 Trim

If each logical address has been written at least

once, e.g. because the storage medium has

been completely filled, then in the mapping

tables every physical memory address has a

logical address assigned to it. The number

of free and obsolete pages now available to

the garbage collector is determined by the

size of the over-provisioning. If the over-

provisioning is low in favor of a high user

capacity, then Egc,block is correspondingly low

and the write amplification factor increases.

If files are deleted in the file system in this

state, the situation in the flash memory does

not change since the storage medium has no

knowledge of the deleted files, and the pages

belonging to the deleted files are still linked

in the mapping tables with the old logical ad-

dresses of the files. This is where the “Trim” of

modern operating systems helps: After delet-

ing a file, the Trim command is sent to the

storage medium. This command transfers all

logical memory addresses that were occupied

by the deleted file. The corresponding entries

in the mapping tables are now marked as ob-

solete. The average Egc,block will be improved

and the garbage collector will find blocks with

Egc,block = 1, depending on the size and num-

ber of files deleted.

Trim is supported by all modern operating

systems and is typically enabled by default. It

is supported in Microsoft Windows since Win-

dows 7, in GNU/Linux it has been implemented

beginning with kernel 2.6.28 for various file

systems, and is available for all popular file sys-

tems since kernel 3.0. There are two variants

available for GNU/Linux:

• At batched-discard the command “fstrim”

is executed periodically, which reports all

unused areas to the storage medium.

• At online-discard the storage medium

is immediately informed when areas be-

come free. This is activated with the

mount option “discard”.

Trim is part of the ATA specification and is

therefore only available for storage media with

a SATA interface. Storage media with PCIe in-

terface as well as eMMC have a comparable

command.
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Figure 5: Over-provisioning (not to scale)
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